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SAVING LABOUR IN FEEDING CALVES

t
»»»»»»« By R. BETTENAY, B.Sc. (Agric), Agricultural Adviser, Dairying Division • »»»»»»!
RESENT day values are such that no farmer can afford not to dispose of his
calves to the best advantage. With the lighter breeds this might still mean vealing all bull calves within a week of birth, but with heavier breeds it is now more
economical to keep all calves until they are at least six to eight months old.

P

Coupled with the rapid expansion of
pasture area on many properties, this has
resulted in many more calves being reared
than ever before, and this at a time when
farm labour is at a premium.
On many properties a considerable
amount of time is being used to feed
calves individually by the proven, yet
time-consuming method of giving each
calf its own set quantity of milk in a
bucket, with or without the assistance of
head bails. Other farmers are trying
newer techniques, in an endeavour to save
labour and yet produce a healthy wellgrown calf.
Developments have taken place in two
directions, the one being towards trough
feeding and the other towards the use of
rubber nipples to more nearly approach
the natural action of the calf in sucking
the cow. Nipples have the added advantage that calves will learn to suck much
more readily thus saving time and temper.
The system of open trough feeding
without nipples cannot be recommended
as it results in calves consuming very
different quantities of milk. The greedy,
fast drinker will take much more than is
good for it with resultant digestive upsets,
whilst the shy feeder will get much less
than it requires for optimum growth.
"Calfeteria" is the name given to a
system where seven nipples were placed
through the lid of a ten gallon can and
seven calves are fed at one time. The
system appears reasonably satisfactory
but considerable labour is still involved.
In other calf yards various modifications of a system are used where calves
are nipple fed from individual buckets.
In one case a board is nailed to a fence
with the nipples protruding through the
holes bored for the purpose. Buckets are
then one side of the fence and calves on
the other.

On another property using a similar
system the farmer has built piping bails
from a central race and a bucket and
stall for each calf. This appears an ideal
system from the point of view of the calf
but perhaps does not save very much
labour as compared to the more conventional method.
Observations have shown that, with any
system of nipple feeding, it takes a young
calf ten minutes, and older calves at least
five minutes to drink one gallon of milk.
This gives a clue to a method which
combines labour saving with ensuring
that all calves get about the right
amount, neither too much or too little.
I refer to a combination of trough or
group feeding, with the use of slow
nipples, with the added precaution that
calves are roughly grouped according to
age.
One farmer has facilities for feeding
over fifty calves at one time, from a
trough subdivided into three sections and
a total of sixty nipples protruding to
either side of the trough through a board
above the trough. When weaned the
calves looked a very even lot and it was
reported that no scouring had taken
place at any time during the season.
On another property calves are let in
twenty at a time to nipples attached
direct to a two-inch pipe which is supplied
from a forty-four gallon drum.
These are but two of the means used
by enterprising fanners to take much of
the labour out of calf feeding by combining the general principle of feeding a
group from one bulk container with nipple
feeding, which slows up the time taken
by a calf to consume its ration, and so
gives all calves a chance to get their
share. The appearance of calves fed by
these means is a good indication that the
methods really work.
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WHEATFARMERS!

GRAZIERS!

A revolutionary new
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LYSAGHT SILO

for easier, year-round
storage!
Here is a silo that will earn
money for you all the year
round. When not being used
for bulk grain, it becomes a
perfect all-purpose storage
unit simply by opening the
doors and slipping out the
bulkheads.

EACH FEATURE CAREFULLY PLANNED
TO SAVE TIME AND MONEY! For Every Storage Need
T h e r e is a L y s a g h t

Silo

•

Full-Size " W a l k - I n " Door (silos from 1,200 bushels upPRICES EX FREMANTLE STORE
wards) also enables silos to be emptied and cleaned
Nominal
Steel
Steel
with minimum of time, effort and discomfort.
Capacity
Silo
O Easier, Faster, Cheaper Erection.
Earth Ring
Floor
(Opt. Extra) (Opt. Extra)
• Vertically Rigidised Walls and 6-Ply Horizontal Ribs Bushels
•500
£93
£
|
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—for added strengh.
1,200
£172
£22
£31
• Auger Chute and Sampling Outlet—in bottom bulkhead
2,000
£240
£22
£31
behind the door!
3,100
£318
£31/10/£47
• Revolutionary New Robust Positive Action Bagging
£31/10/£47
£349
3,700
Outlet—complete with Bag Holder.
• Improved Centre and Side-Filling Hole Assemblies.
•Toe SOO-Bushel silo is not equipped
• Wider Turned-Down Eaves on Roof Panels.
with a door. Price include* steel floor.
• Puffy Rodent-Proof Construction.
Vertical Grain Angers designed to
centre
fill all Lysaght Silos from 1,200
OPTIONAL EXTRAS—
to 3,700 bushels are available. Prices:
• S t e e l R o o r — s u i t a b l e for either flat or conical bases.
£105. £119, £125 Ex Fremantle Store.
• S*eel E a r t h Ring.
Write

for further

information

to:

John Lysaght fAastralia) Limited
S Pakenham Street, Fremantle.
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